
...Octoberfest 2010  Project 1... 
 

Material List: 
Cardstock Pattern One 

Pattern two Pattern three 

Pattern four  Pattern five 

Thicker stickers  

Mini Alphas gemstones 

Buttons and thread  

How To: 

1. An embossed 

cardstock is your 

base. 

2. Trim pattern one to 

11.8” x 11.8’ and 

adhere to centre of 

base. Stitch around 

edge of pattern one 

mixing running stitch 

with zigzag stitching. 

3. Trim pattern two 

(aqua) to 10” w x 

10.5” h and tear 

along bottom edge, 

adhere to left of page 

1/4“  from edge. 

Outline with black pen. 

4. Using a large circle cutter or dinner plate, cut a large circle (measuring 8.4” across) 

from pattern three and adhere to right of page 1/4 “ from edge. 

5. Cut smaller circle from pattern four (measuring 5.5” across) and adhere to top left of 

larger circle. Stitch around both circles multiple times to give a messy look. 

6. Sand edges of a 5x7 photo in landscape orientation and adhere to page to right of page 

½” from edge. 

7. Using two fonts, apply letter stickers around stitched circle for title. 

8. Stitch three buttons to bottom right of photo. 

9. Apply mini alphas for name. 

10. Type journaling and lightly print onto pattern four – Trace over printing with black 

pen – cut into strips and adhere to page. 

11. Draw three flower stems onto pattern five and cut out, stitch to bottom left of page. 

12. Cut three 7” circles from pattern four. 

13. Using a small scalloped scissors, cut large spiral into circles, leaving a 1” centre in 

middle, roll up spirals from outside and adhere to centre with strong glue (such as hot 

glue gun, glossy accents) and hold in place for a few seconds. Adhere gemstone to 

centre of flower (repeat with other two circles) adhere to top of flower stems. 

14. Add date and gemstones to page. 

 


